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‘Art for art's sake’ was a line 
made famous in a 10CC 
song in 1975. The line is the 
English interpretation of 
a  French  slogan  from the 
early 19th century. "l'art pour 
l'art" and expresses a philos-
ophy that the intrinsic value 
of art and the only "true" art, 
is divorced from any  didac-
tic, moral, politic, commercial 
or utilitarian function.

Thinking of art just for the 
sake of art may sound a lit-
tle indulgent. There was a 
time when mention of ‘the 
Arts’ might have conjured 
up thoughts of wealthy peo-
ple with opera glasses and 
tuxedos or people milling 
around galleries with noth-
ing better to do but stare at 
walls full of art. 

But a recent study by Kate 
Fielding, Program Director 
for 'A New Approach', an 

It’s taken me a long while to sit and write and I’ll be honest, 
it’s mainly because I am exhausted. I am writing this - it 
seems like three words at a time - in between questions 
about how to finish the comprehension activities from my 
primary school aged kids while juggling a new puppy that 
we decided to get to support our family after the fires, 
amongst work and everything else thrown into this world 
at the moment.
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BUSINESS

For many stallholders local markets are a way of connect-
ing. Customers become part of their story - their community. 
Stallholders learn from their customers and other stallholders 
and they’re always willing to share their journeys, their pas-
sions about their products and how they came to be there. 

Covid-19 social distancing measures have resulted in most local 
markets being closed and that has meant not only a loss of 
income for stallholders but to some extent, a loss of connection 
with their community of customers and fellow stallholders. 

The purpose behind the online marketplace is to give stall-
holders a way of staying connected to their communities as 
well as a way of helping customers find them. Not all stall-
holders have an online presence so this gives them access 
to the world of selling online. For those stallholders who 
have a social media shop or a great website, the Emerald 
Community Marketplace provides a way of promoting 
them, while giving local customers an easy way to contact 
stallholders during this time.  

Emerald Market stallholders have been finding innovative 
ways to get their products to customers during the cov-
id-19 period. Tom from Thorpdale Potatoes hasn’t missed 
a beat, bringing his farm fresh vegies to Emerald on the 
third Sunday of each month as usual. You’ll find him outside 
the Emerald Community House hall 9am-2pm on the third 
Sunday of each month.

Geoff Lindsay from Big Little Kitchen has set up on mar-
ket day from 3-7pm in the car park beside Stockdale 
and Leggo with his famous burgers. But be quick, he regu-
larly sells out well before closing time.

Scott and Cathy from The Artisan Crust are taking orders 
for a fortnightly bake where customers are given a pick up 
time to ensure social distancing. Once again, order early to 
avoid disappointment. 

To see who’s online and what they’re up to, go to marketplace.
echvic.org.au/. You can contact stallholders, arrange delivery 
or pick up and chat to the makers about your individual needs. 

For enquiries or to get involved, contact market@echvic.org.au

NON BLAIR 
Emerald Market Coordinator

LOCAL ONLINE MARKETPLACE

emerald 
community
marketplace

Initiative by

Local food producers

emerald 
community
marketplace

Initiative by
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I look outside and our yard is still full of mess, burnt metal, 
trees and shrubs, with kikuyu and cape weed growing out 
of control in all the places we don’t want it (which is any-
where!). Our neighbours still have burnt rubble in their yards 
and some who have lost everything are still not able to ac-
cess their properties due to clean up restrictions. For us, we 
haven’t had hot water for almost two weeks as a result of an 
old hot water system, with another week to go before it will 
be fixed due to demands on tradies locally and social dis-
tancing requirements mixed in. Our septic became blocked 
yesterday, we’re not sure if it’s fire related or something that 
was always going to happen. Either way we were left with 
four people at home, two trying to work, two trying to com-
plete school, with no running water or toilets. 

So the view from the inside of these combined problems is 
not a great one but I know there’s no doubt that we are the 
lucky ones with a secure building, heating, somewhere to 
cook, access to power and reasonable internet, the ability 
to work and no threat of being kicked out at the end of a 
lease. But it’s not the same for everyone living in our com-
munity with many in short term housing, living in caravans 
or with extended family. 

Many communities across Eastern Victoria and New South 
Wales have experienced two disaster events within months 
of each other, first historic bushfires, followed by COVID-19 
and all the things that come with it. I know now that these 
are both complex problems but I find myself wondering… 
are they showing up in the same way? And if they’re differ-
ent how does this influence our response and recovery to 
each and to both combined?

Disaster recovery

The flames arrived at our doorstep on 30 December 2020 
and as many people know, the 2019/2020 fires and the 
preceding drought caused quite a bit of chaos and trau-
ma for months and years prior to this. Although this af-
fected many communities for a long time, it’s still helpful 
to use a point in time as the 'beginning' if we are to better 

understand the stages of recovery as they unfold. For us, 
this was December 2019 and January 2020.

Disaster recovery research suggests that there are some pret-
ty hard times after a disaster and it generally follows a similar 
pattern. There is a short honeymoon period that immediately 
follows the event, this might last for a few days to a couple 
of weeks, where there’s strong community cohesion and a 
sense that everyone is in it together. From personal experi-
ence, I would also add that there is a sense that initially, ‘we’ll 
be back to normal tomorrow’, then ‘things will be better next 
week’, followed by ‘this is not what we were expecting but we’ll 
be right soon’.  After a few weeks, it  shifts to ‘oh, things are 
really changing and getting back to ‘normal’ might be a little 
while away’… maybe this is starting to sound familiar?

The 3-12 months (and beyond) following this honeymoon 
period are bumpy with a sharp decline in emotions due to 
physical exhaustion and declining mental health from con-
stantly managing emotions, navigating change, recovery 
and relationships.  The realisation that ‘hang on, the old 
normal is never returning, it never can, because the things 
we’ve experienced have changed people, affected relation-
ships and the place we live isn’t the same anymore’.  This 
is when things really start to sink in. Again, this may be 
sounding familiar. After this, things start to pick up a bit, 
dotted with setbacks and challenges along the way but for 
the most part, recovery is on its way.

There is no doubt that when bushfires happen everyone is 
in response mode – there is a need to act quickly in environ-
ments that are unpredictable and rapidly changing, things 
are chaotic. Following this initial chaotic phase, things start 
to find a new rhythm and although still somewhat unpre-
dictable and changing there are patterns emerging. Links 
are being made between one thing and another. In other 
words we move from a chaotic problem, to a complex one.

In the weeks following the fires I had the privilege of spend-
ing time with others in the world of systems thinking, who 
had a remarkable influence on my thinking. Their compa-
ny helped me to realise a couple of key things (which may 
seem obvious but were significant for me):

Problems can’t just ‘move’ from chaos to complexity. They 
seem to flip-flop between the two, almost like a chaotic 
magnet constantly drawing its problem back in, even 

COMMUNITY

A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE
Continued from page 1

While the Emerald Uniting Church 
and Op Shop remain closed 
at this time we still think of 

people needing help. 

Call our Pastor 
Toni Vaka on 5968 2656  

or 0401 482 316
for support.
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though everyone just wants to keep it out of there so they 
can start making sense of it.

The shift from chaos to complexity is complex in itself and 
takes a really long time. It has many parts all connected 
to each other with one influencing another and the shift 
is directly influenced by the content and timing of things 
happening around it.

These insights were key to my processing at the time. And 
then...

Chime in, COVID-19

Around the same time as the stage 3 restrictions were an-
nounced in Australia, I came across  a brilliant article by 
Aisha S Ahmad - many thanks to Kate McKegg  for shar-
ing. Although describing an academic workforce, the article 
talks about the shift many organisations are making from 
office to online and its content seems relevant to sectors far 
beyond academia. As I started reading the article, thinking 
it was about work productivity, there was one paragraph 
that stood out for me in the first two minutes of reading. 

“As someone who has experience with crises around the 
world, what I see behind this scramble for productivity is a 
perilous assumption. The answer to the question everyone 
is asking - ‘when will this be over?’ – is simple and obvious, 
yet terribly hard to accept. The answer is never.” -

The penny dropped. I immediately thought, ‘Hang on, I’ve 
been here before and it was only three months ago.’ This 
was followed by another stand out article by Kate Brady, 
National Recovery Advisor at the Australian Red Cross, 
whose encouragement that ‘we’re in strange times, but we 
know how to do this’ was reassurance for many in the dis-
aster recovery field. This is when my thoughts started to 
align and I realised we really were experiencing two disas-
ters, one on top of the other.

I don’t need to detail the experiences we’ve all had navigat-
ing the changes, challenges and sadness (and for some, op-
portunities) COVID-19 has thrown upon us but what is clear 
to me is that we’re in another complex problem and yet, it 
feels so different.

A series of recent posts by systems thinker, Diane 
Finegood  highlights that for COVID-19, we have been 
shifting from a problem that initially was able to rely on 
contract tracing which is no doubt difficult but somewhat 
predictable, to now complexity, where many are still trying 

to make predictions about things that just can’t be predict-
ed anymore. Diane highlights that this is a problem that’s 
moving from complicated into complexity. 

Are all complex problems the same?

In systems thinking, acknowledging context and timing is criti-
cal. The historic path of bushfires tells us that this is a problem 
that starts out chaotic and moves to complex. This is in con-
trast to a major virus that starts out as complicated and moves 
to complex. Looking at the history of a problem, how it moves 
and changes over time, how and when things change, tells us 
an enormous amount about how it will behave in the future 
and how to create a sense of renewal after the mess settles. 

So what does this mean for recovery?

We can’t yet know exactly what this means for what’s to 
come. But we do know that we are in unchartered territory 
in many parts of Australia - two disasters on top of each of 
other both with remarkably different behaviours. 

We also won’t be able to ‘pick up’ bushfire recovery after the 
virus has passed. For those not witnessing the bushfire en-
vironment on a regular basis, I can assure sure you that it’s 
all still there and that the glacial pace of clean-up is caus-
ing significant pain and trauma for many. People are still 
in need of food, shelter, family support and health services 
amongst many other things. In fact, while the virus plays 
out, bushfire recovery continues - much more slowly and 
very differently but it continues. It certainly hasn’t stopped 
because something else has invaded the public space. 

The combination of these problems brings a wave of new 
questions and experiences, not least of which is what does 
bushfire recovery look like for us now? The fact that social 
isolation measures in Australia peaked at the 3-4 month 
mark post local bushfires is also not lost on me, occurring 
when many bushfire communities were bottoming out 
emotionally and physically exhausted. What impact will 
this have on the recovery process? On mental health for 
these communities? What happens when everyone is say-
ing that the most important part of disaster recovery is 
coming together as community and yet we need to stay 
apart? For me personally, I feel like I’ve been robbed of 
some new normal I never got to have, grieving for some-
thing that was not realised. We were finally finding a new 
rhythm, it lasted about a week then it was stripped away 
as the country went into various forms of lockdown.

Who knows what the impact will be later on. The answers 
to these questions will not be realised for many months 
and possibly years to come. I just hope people in decision 
making roles are keeping them in mind with the wave of 
complexity we have in front of us.

*Note – we now have running water, and hot water – first 
world problems really but it’s incredible!

TIANA FELMINGHAM

Community Leadership | Systems Thinking |  
Facilitator | Strategy | Partnerships

Reprinted with author’s permission from LinkedIn. 
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We asked local 3MDR radio presenter, musician and teach-
er Jules Vines how she has been travelling through this dif-
ficult time when every aspect of her life and livelihood has 
been, like so many, turned upside down. Here’s a glimpse of 
how Jules has turned lemons into lemonade.

How has coronavirus affected your role as a radio pro-
ducer and musician?

Bhwahaha! You’re possibly asking one of the most techni-
cally challenged IT people in town, so yes, the coronavirus 
has made it really challenging for me both personally and 
professionally in every aspect of how I think and work as a 
musician, music teacher and radio presenter. However no 
time like the present to ‘upskill’ right? 

Producing remote shows for Classically Saturday on com-
munity station 3MDR 97.1FM, has been very time consum-
ing. In the first few weeks I wondered if I should just put it 
all down and forget it for a few weeks or months but each 
week the show has improved in sound quality and the time 
management has now been streamlined with the help 
of business sponsor Keynote Controls. We have a unique 
space to showcase artists and their music and with so 
many of our Aussie musicians suffering and having literally 
lost their livelihoods overnight, it really feels important to 
volunteer in this space more than ever.

One of the benefits though has been listening back on 
Saturday morning and watching interviewees and listeners 
engage in real time over Facebook comments. That’s really 
enjoyable to see. The audience has become visible and it 
feels a little more socially connected to be in the same ‘vir-
tual room’ from 9-11am. There are listeners from all over the 
world and it’s fun to see the conversation take off. 

As a musician in Liminality Celtic Trio, Cath (harpist), Greg 
(violinist) and I (keyboard/vocals) like everyone else, lost all 
our planned gigs for the foreseeable future. We are just now 

getting our heads around a couple of virtual concerts and 
have organised two dates in the coming months which we 
are excited about. One of them is a Bushfire Relief Concert 
based in Sale. It will be terrific to be playing together again 
and great to know we can still use our music to assist the 
wider community, as some folks are doing it really tough 
with the added economic knock-on effects of Covid 19. 

What positives, if any, have you found coming out of the 
challenges you’ve faced in lockdown?

I’m grateful for our family’s resourcefulness and ability to 
dig deep to find ways to work together and grow some-
thing new in a very testing time. With supervision required 
for young teenagers, I couldn’t easily just ‘get another job’ 
so we’ve been focusing on growing a sideline business 
called Macadamia Rocky Road, in a relatively short space 
of time. It’s selling well and it's gratifying knowing I can 
create something in the kitchen which provides a small in-
come stream yet still allows me to be available to the kids 
who are schooling at home while Dad is locked in business 
meetings, in the makeshift bedroom/office. 

The radio of course fits in around that and in an open 
plan house it’s not the easiest timetable to manage but 
it’s definitely a positive, learning new ways to do ‘business.’ 
Macadamia Rocky Road has been enjoying some local 
popularity with an original recipe for many years now. It’s 
a handcrafted deluxe quality ingredient confectionary and 

COMMUNITY

FROM LITTLE THINGS 
BIG THINGS GROW
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initially proceeds went to a fundraiser for my daughter’s en-
vironmental interest in The Orangutan Project. But in the 
past couple of months we’ve diversified and developed deli-
cious new recipes and now two local Melbourne florists are 
stocking the product and taking consistent orders. ‘Bam 
Bam Italian’ in Avonsleigh has also been brilliantly support-
ive, selling the product through their online store. We would 
love to grow the business further and will have to pursue 
some scaling-up advice if that happens but local people 
have been super supportive in this immediate time, so that 
has been a lovely thing to experience. 

What have been the worst parts of being in lockdown for 
you personally?

Emotional struggles, meltdowns, stress, fear and social dis-
tancing. We have all experienced these emotive states, during 
Covid 19 lockdown (and pre Covid too) but perhaps we’ve never 
felt them quite so intensely. The other part of lockdown which 
has been difficult is knowing others are grieving for loved ones. 
Family members may have died, be very ill or simply having a 
really bad day and you know they (or you) could use a hug but 

human touch is not only out of the question, it’s dangerous 
even to step near. There are many of us, and I’m one, who are 
tactile but susceptible to chest infections. In joy and sorrow, a 
hug or empathic touch can mean so much. Social distancing 
goes against everything that inherently makes us connect or 
express our most fundamental selves in times of crisis.

What would you keep from this time?

I’d like to keep my sanity but no guarantees there really – 
sanity is a day to day thing! Seriously though, I would keep 
the ‘otherness’ and ‘understanding’ that we’ve shown each 
other as a community and as individuals checking in on 
each other. I think many of us have thought more widely 
about humans, nature and all the things that interact to 
make us appreciate this wonderful life we have. Celebrate 
the planet, nature and all things living. Keep and grow em-
pathy, compassion and mindfulness. Life is short and pre-
cious. Little things - which are really big things - make all 
the difference. 

JULES VINES
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independent think tank championing effective investment 
and return in Australian arts and culture, showed that middle 
Australia (defined by middle aged, middle income, swinging 
voters) see arts and culture as a broad and necessary part of 
life. They recognised that the arts included many of the activi-
ties in which we all partake regularly, including watching mov-
ies, getting a tattoo or a beautiful piece of jewellery, reading a 
book, seeing a band, listening to slam poetry or music on your 
phone and participating in community festivals.  

Apart from the big names in music and theatre, we don’t 
always think about the people who contribute to the arts 
world in smaller but none-the-less important ways. These 
past few months of isolation has hit the arts and events 
industries hard with every public event. Live performance 
venues, theatres and galleries in the country were cancelled 
almost overnight. This happened right in the middle of the 
popular late summer/autumn “festival season”, when many 
artists expect to be busiest. 

Closer to home, around the Dandenong Ranges, Yarra Valley 
and adjoining areas, a rough tally indicates that so far, since 
mid-March, around 12 major annual festivals have been can-
celled and for each month of isolation and social distancing. 
About 20 weekly or monthly local craft markets were can-
celled. When all live music venues were closed, international 
and local tourism was shut down including cafes, galleries, 
theatres, cinemas and discretionary shops were closed.  For 
hills’ artists, this meant no opportunity to perform, no outlet 
to sell artwork and planned income didn’t eventuate. 

This region is rich with the arts and for many artists and event 
organisers this is their only income. For others it is a top up for 
their casual or part time jobs, often in hospitality or seasonal 
areas. And while some fought hard, there were no relief pack-
ages for artists up until the writing of this article. 

We know that the social distancing measures saved lives. 
When we see the devastation felt in other countries with 
health systems becoming overwhelmed, we can only feel 
lucky that we live where we do and have a government that 
took quick action. But there is no doubt that this had other 
consequences. The arts community responded as you would 
expect, with creativity, grace and generosity offering free con-
certs streaming every night. Poetry and writing sites rich with 
contributions and live theatre events are still on offer where 
you could buy tickets or watch free as your budget allowed. 

The Performing And Visual arts in Emerald (PAVE) Festival 
was to take place in Emerald between 29th March and 5th 
April. PAVE is a multi-disciplined arts festival that involves 
over 200 individual artists and thousands of arts patrons 
and community members across the week. When it was can-
celled/ postponed, people who had bought tickets were of-
fered the opportunity to donate their ticket value to the art-
ists and it was so heartening to see how many people chose 
this option. What was even more heart-warming was that 
many of the artists involved, in turn chose to donate their 

allocation back to the festival to cover overheads and outlay 
for promotion and other expenses. Likewise, many stallhold-
ers, now without income themselves, opted to donate some 
or all of their stall fees to help the festival cover its expenses. 

One PAVE Festival event that plays an enormous role in 
the arts is the Woorilla Poetry Prize. This is a national po-
etry competition coordinated by a small, volunteer team in 
Emerald. It attracts hundreds of poetry entries from all over 
the country and has a prestigious first prize of $1,000 in the 
open section. 

This year, a sub-category in each section was added to 
recognise poets whose first language is not English. These 
communities often find it hard to break into the arts world 
in Australia. While music and art is valued strongly in many 
countries the diversity is not always appreciated here. 

What we didn’t know at the time of adding this category was 
that migrant communities in Australia, like artists, would be 
disadvantaged and placed under extra stress in relation to 
COVID-19. People on temporary visas and international stu-
dents were not entitled to JobKeeper or JobSeeker allowances 
and many people were stranded without family and without in-
come through this period. On top of this, there were serious inci-
dents of racism reported in the media, especially among Asian 
communities who were irrationally blamed for the disease. 

The Woorilla team has decided to extend the closing date 
for entries to allow people to reflect on their experiences and 
enter poetry for a chance of winning a cash prize. In doing 
this, we hope to be able to engage and connect people from 
diverse communities and inspire them to write about their 
experiences through this difficult time. 

Anyone over the age of 12 can enter the Woorilla Poetry Prize 
online at www.woorilla.org.au.  

Sections include Youth 12-18, Open (any age) and each sec-
tion has a sub-section for people who have a first language 
other than English.

We encourage anyone who has reflected on these extraordi-
nary times and has something to say, to use this opportunity. 

"Breathe-in experience, breathe-out poetry"  
- Muriel Rukeyser, American Poet and social justice activist. 

NON BLAIR 
PAVE Festival – Woorilla Poetry Prize Coordinator

ARTS & CULTURE

ARTS FOR ART’S SAKE 
Continued from page 1
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KEEPS US

TOGETHER

SAFE

STAYING

US

STAYING

For details go to vic.gov.au/CORONAVIRUS
Authorised and published by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne

Thank You Victoria.

While some restrictions have eased, limiting our 

movement everyday means everything. It means we 

slow the spread of the virus. If we keep working from 

home and we limit the number of us moving around, 

we can keep kicking a footy in the park. If we use 

common sense and keep our distance, we can visit 

cafes and restaurants. And if we only see those we 

need to, we’ll keep our friends and families safe.  

     

We all have a part to play. 

It’s up to all of us to make this work. 

KEEPSAPART

STAYING

US TOGETHER
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I am listening to my chest. Each breath makes a queer, fas-
cinating rattle. It hardly seems worthwhile to make the ef-
fort to breathe in again but willy-nilly my chest expands 
again with that strange bubbling noise. Listening to it is my 
only interest in life. 

Dust is dancing in the sun, split into rays by the open weave 
of the russet curtains that drape the great bay of long win-
dows at the far end of the room. I close my eyes against 
the glare. I don’t know where Marjie is. She is not out there 
in the enclosed verandah where she sleeps. It seems a long 
time since I saw her. 

My eyes rove to the high ceiling above the tall French win-
dows, back past the door that is never opened, to the sup-
porting scrolls and side panels of a handsome mantelpiece 
of white marble veined with grey. Marjie’s white lion lives 
on the mantelpiece and the wicked little red devil that 
gives me the shivers, off the front of my father's first car. 
Two slinky red cats sit there too, one tall and slender with 
a smug grin, the other stretched long and thin with the tip 
of its tail curled, stalking its prey. Against the head of my 
cot is a writing desk with a bookcase above and toy cup-
boards below built into the recess between the protruding 
mantelpiece and the wall. The great panelled cedar door 
that opens back across the foot of my cot encloses me in a 
dark, cosy nook. 

A long time later there is a movement beside me, and I half 
open my eyes. My mother's face floats above me, and turns 
away. Words drift by..."- it's bronchitis -". I am intrigued. Even 
this unusual noise inside me has a name. I keep on breath-
ing in and out, listening to the bronchitis. 

Strange voices outside the door rouse me. I find myself ly-
ing on my side without any memory of moving. I lift my 
head to see who is coming. It hurts. I remember the doctor. 
I hope he will leave me alone this time. I don't want to be 
disturbed and lifted and handled a lot when I only want to 
listen to my bronchitis and lie still. 

He picks up my limp wrist and looks at his watch but I no 
longer care whether it ticks or not. I try a small protesting 
whimper but it emerges hoarse like the ghost of somebody 
else's voice and frightens me. And hurts surprisingly. The 
soreness is so wide and deep and strong that I can't imag-
ine how it can fit inside my small neck. It is astonishing that 
my throat goes down so far. 

They are still there, my mother and the doctor, still there, 
standing beside the cot looking down at me. I don't care as 
long as nobody touches me again. I try not to breathe but 
my chest insists, bubble in, rattle out, hurting my enormous 
throat both ways. 

A long time later I hear my name in the distance - "Dorothy 
Beatrice. Two years old last May". I dream a nurse in a red 
cape sitting at the table writing. I open my eyes momentar-
ily, puzzled. Drawing is forbidden on the good dining room 
table. Voices murmur. I hear something about fever and I 
understand that means that I am sick. My mother picks me 

up but I am too busy breathing to protest, in, out, in, out. I 
sag against her, reluctant to leave the warm cot tucked se-
curely in its corner between the heavy panelled cedar door 
and the church windows of the dark-stained bookcase. 

"Do you want to go for a motor ride?" my mother asks per-
suasively. That's all right then. Perhaps it is worth being dis-
turbed to ride in the car curled snug as a bug in a rug in my 
mother's lap. The studs will glint in the sun as my father pops 
them together to fasten on the black leather side curtains 
that have something like glass in them to see through. 

I can hear my big, beautiful sister crying as we pass through 
the bedroom. This is disturbing, for Marjorie never cries. She 
is too happy and good and gentle and loving for tears. I 
dream of running to climb on my parents' big bed where 
Marjorie lies across the rumpled bedspread, sobbing, to 
put my arms around her. Don't cry, Marjie, Don't cry! Never 
mind, Marjie, don't cry. 

We leave her behind and pass out through the wash house 
and kitchen into the long side courtyard under the broad 
green hands of the fig tree. But we are going the wrong 
way. Bobbing and swaying in my mother's arms I listen to 
feet crunching out of time on the gravel path through the 
front garden, not the dusty yard where the car lives in its 
shed. As we pass under the jacaranda tree I lift my heavy 
lids to search the thick clusters of mauve-blue bells where 
there is always a possibility of fairies. On the other side of 
the path my grandfather's dahlias glow so vividly red and 
yellow and huge that I close my eyes against them. 

Over my mother's shoulder looms my father's face his 
mouth buttoned up tight and silent. His forehead crinkles 
in wavy lines. There is no smile for me in his eyes. It must be 
an important occasion if he has taken the car round spe-
cially from the shedding at the back around the block to 
the front gate. I look for the silver gate. Every part of my 
home is special and beautiful to me but no other house I 
have ever seen has such a thing as a silver gate. 

"Do you want to go for a motor ride?" My mother's voice 
is uncertain. Something deep inside me wobbles like jelly. 
"Marjie coming too?" I croak. "No, Marjie's not going." The 
world dissolves a little. Marjie is to be left behind, crying? At 
the silver gate my stomach falls the way it did when the lift 
in the city store shot up and left it behind. 

SCARLET FEVER, 1933 
MEMOIR
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Cars aren't like that. Cars never look like that. It is the wrong 
shape, the wrong size, the wrong colour. The doors are in the 
wrong place. It has terrible black window things that you 
can't see through, black as the ink from the bottle I knocked 
over on my mother's crimson velvet tablecloth that glowed 
like a jewel until I ruined it. Is it because I have been bad? 
Strange men don't go on motor rides. I have been warned 
about talking to strange men. My mother hands me over to 
a strange man, turns her back on me and hangs her head. 
Truth dissolves in the tears that run down her cheeks. My 
father turns away too and puts his arm round my mother. 
The strange man takes me through the door in the wrong 
place and I am inside a car that isn't a car with terrible black 
windows that you can't see through. Somebody locks me in. 

They take me away. A wild animal has me by the throat, 
grinding and worrying with hoarse, rasping growls and 
snarls. Everything around me is thick black glass, thick as 
the midnight darkness. All the world has vanished. 

I wake to a cold bare dream. A weird white world. Sheet 
white, dead white. Not my soft brown wooden cot but 
a cage with hard white animal bars where I lie moaning 
drearily, unable to get the blankets over my chilly shoulders. 
I float shoreless in a clear, clean light with neither sun nor 
shadow. Why is there a strange lady sitting on a window sill 
dressed in bright floral print? I dream a wail for warmth and 
a slap for silence. The cold sheet drawn over me lets chilly 
little currents drift around my neck and sneak and pry and 
creep inside my shroud. Brisk hands tuck bedding round my 
neck and I drift back out to sea. 

When I open my eyes again a blank white corner comes into 
focus and becomes a solid wall, close enough to anchor me. 
The window things behind the window sills opposite reveal 
nothing. Windows here are not for seeing through. The long 
wall behind me is mainly glass but only an empty corridor 
lies beyond. There is no world to see just more walls. The 
far end of this enormous space fades into dimness. There 
are other cots in a row with children in the cages. Some 
cry, some lie still. They are all out of reach. They do not 
play. They do not talk. If I keep my eyes on the blank wall 
close to me sometimes it makes me imagine I am in a real 
room. When I am not looking at it I lie with my eyes closed, 
numbed by the meaningless sounds around me. The sheets 
lie over me cool and crisp. I am not really cold again but 
never really warm and never snug-as-a-bug-in-a-rug. 

Sometimes through an opening in the wall beside me I hear 
the prolonged chink and rattle of plates and cutlery. This 
is a sound from the world I knew. It stops me floating and 
lays me firmly on the mattress. I wait for food to follow. 
It is something familiar, something I have known on some 
distant planet and the thought of it brings a small glow of 
warmth somewhere in the middle of me. The tightness in 
my chest eases and I breathe more freely. Somebody will 
come and sit me up, tie things round my neck and shift the 
pillows. Once the spoons are rattling they won't strip off 
my plain white gown and wash me into a shivering fit. But 
when the food comes I am filled with sorrow that I can-
not be good and eat it. It is tasteless as sawdust and my 
stomach contracts away from it. Sitting up tires me and I 
am glad to lie down again. I watch other children eating 
and wish I could be good like them. I turn back to stare at 
the solid wall. 

There is no real day and night, never complete darkness nor 
bright daylight. There is no routine of nap time or going to 
bed or getting up for I am always in bed, my gaze fixed 
apathetically on the blank wall. Life has ceased to happen. 

I am abducted to some place where nothing is familiar but 
the rattle of cutlery. Days of drifting in and out of sleep un-
certain of reality, evaporate all my past experience. There 
is only a vague present that slowly grows into a new fa-
miliarity. The volunteer in the floral dress doesn't bother me 
again. I look on at the occasional quiet bustle of overworked 
nurses as if through thick glass. Attention is silent, cursory 
and efficient. I make no trouble, cause no disturbance and 
demand nothing. I lie behind an invisible barrier, impenetra-
ble from either side, for an immeasurable time. 

There comes a day when I rediscover my legs. I am taken from 
my cot and a firm hand walks me to a long wooden form 
where I am added to a row of little girls in white. Through 
the door in the middle of the long glass wall comes a quick, 
thin nurse with dark hair carrying strange equipment. I look 
at her aghast. She is not a lady, for along her top lip is a 
strong short fringe of dark hair, like Grandpa. She can’t be 
a lady! Yet she wears a skirt, so she can’t be a man. There is 
something wrong! This frightening person hurriedly tells me 
there is something I must do. There is a name for it but my 
confused apprehension prevents me from taking it in. 

This bizarre hairy-lip looms close in front of me and tilts 
my head back impatiently. I am handed a glass and take a 
mouthful. The strong medicinal flavour is like nothing I have 
ever tasted. In shock I swallow some and splutter out the 
rest. This is not a drink, drinks are for tasting nice and this 
tastes poisonous. Over my screams of fear and revulsion a 
high voice is scolding me. I must not swallow but I must not 
spit out the foul stuff. How is this possible? Drinks are for 
swallowing. More of the nauseous liquid is poured into my 
resistant throat and my cries gargle through it. The girl next 
to me isn’t crying. She takes a mouthful, tilts her head back 
and makes similar gargling noises. I recognize the sound 
and suddenly realize what is required of me. I freeze, letting 
my voice bubble through until the hairy-lip person is satis-
fied, releases me and moves on down the row. 

DOROTHY WILLIAMS 
 

Series continues in July edition
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With the coronavirus crisis there have been lots of extra cal-
ories consumed from alcohol and chocolate! As our life gets 
back to normal now is a great time to get rid of those extra 
kilos and start a new healthy regime. A sugar and alcohol 
detox might be in order for some people. Sugar detoxes can 
be challenging but half the battle is a positive mindset - 
the other half is being organised. Have your meals roughly 
planned and alternative refined sugar free snacks ready for 
when you are craving sugar.

The first 3 days of a sugar detox are the most challenging be-
cause this is when withdrawals are at their peak - you might 
feel irritable and headaches may occur. The best way to cope 
is to eat every few hours and have fruit when craving sugar. 
Allow yourself one refined sugar free snack each day such as 
a bliss ball, sugar free muffin or muesli bar that contains only 
natural sugars. There is also a sugar free hot chocolate called 
Avalanche that can help with sugar cravings. Drinking lots of 
water and fruit herbal teas can also help. Chromium is a sup-
plement that can help with sugar withdrawals.

Breakfast in some ways is the hardest meal to do sugar free es-
pecially if you’re used to supermarket breakfast cereals, as most 
of them contain a lot of sugar. A good rule of thumb is to make 
sure there are less than 5g of sugar per serving. The best break-
fast that you can feed both children and adults is porridge. 
Other options are a smoothie sweetened with fruit or honey. 
Fruit and Greek yogurt is another choice or eggs on toast and 
toasted sandwiches. Watch that the ingredients in your bread 
don’t contain sugar - Alpine breads are a great choice. 

Sugar in your coffee and tea can be hard to give up. If you’re find-
ing it too hard to go cold turkey, swap it for honey or maple syrup 
in your tea. Surprisingly these go really well in coffee also or you can 
use Stevia or Natvia which are plant based sweeteners. 

Lunches and dinners aren’t hard to do sugar free - sand-
wiches, soups, eggs on toast, leftovers or salads with pro-
tein to keep you full. If you’re a sushi fan the bought ones 
have a load of sugar added into the rice. Be aware of any-
thing out of a jar like spaghetti and pasta sauces, stir fry 
sauces and tomato sauce. 

Snacking with no sugar is the hardest part as so many snacks 
contain sugar. Go for snacks like nuts, fruit and bliss balls 

made with natural sweeteners like honey and maple syrup. 
Dates generally have no added sugar, so these are always 
good for a sweet fix and taste a little bit like healthy toffy. Be 
really careful with yogurt as they normally have a whopping 
3 teaspoons of sugar in them per serve. Activia is a good one 
or Yo Pro or Fits. Your best bet is plain Greek yogurt flavoured 
with honey. Another option is Jalna as these are flavoured 
with apple juice concentrate instead of the evil white stuff.

Depending on how addicted you are, withdrawing from 
sugar varies for everybody. Make sure to eat every few 
hours to keep your blood sugar levels up and drink lots of 
water and fruit herbal teas. 

Cinnamon is also a good spice to help reduce sugar crav-
ings. Day 3 is generally the hardest and from there on, it 
should be fairly smooth sailing! By Day 5 you should have 
more energy and be feeling the positive effects of removing 
all that sugar from your body. 

MEGAN BOURKE 

SUGAR DETOXING
HEALTH

  Megan Bourke   M.0400 590 613
   NUTRITIONIST    BHSc. Nut Med  

meganbourke@nutritionalbalance.com.au
    Nutritional Balance

nutritionalbalance.com.au

N U T R I T I O N A L

SUGAR FREE BANANA AND RASPBERRY MUFFINS

2 x bananas, mashed, preferably ripe 

2 x eggs (lightly beaten)

1 ¼ cups of self raising flour (either gluten free/spelt/self rais-
ing flour.)

1/2 tsp bicarb soda

1/2 tsp baking powder

¼ cup maple syrup or honey

1 tsp vanilla essence

75 g butter, melted (or coconut oil)

1/2 cup coconut milk

2 tablespoons chia seeds

1/3 cup frozen or fresh raspberries

Method: Preheat oven to 180 degrees. Spray and line 2 x 
muffin tins with olive oil spray and patty cases.

Mash bananas. Melt butter if hard either on the stovetop or 
for 30 seconds in the microwave. Lightly beat eggs in a lit-
tle bowl. In a big separate bowl add egg mixture with flour, 
maple syrup, mashed bananas, coconut milk, bicarb of soda 
and baking powder. Mix together with a big wooden spoon 
or with a handbeater. 

Now add vanilla, chia seeds, and butter and mix again for 
about 30 seconds, until it’s all mixed together. Lastly, spoon 
mixture into muffin tins then place in the oven.

Cook for approximately 15-18 minutes at 180 degrees.
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Enquiries & information:
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
Contact Emerald Community House: 
Phone:  5968 3881    Email:   emhouse@iinet.net.au

Location:
Emerald Community House 
356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd,  
Emerald

Operating Hours:
Weekdays 6:30am-6:30pm

Enrolment: 
FREE!

Tracey Shuttleworth 
Children’s Services Director 

•	Currently	funded	by	the	Commonwealth	Government•	Regular	temperature		monitoring	
•	Frequent	cleaning	and		handwashing	
•	Controlled	access	to	centre	•	Small	numbers	in	care•	Accepting	children	from		6	months	to	Grade	6

Assisting Essential Service workers, working parents and vulnerable children

Emerald Community House 

Childcare	Program
during	COVID-19

FREE 

Childcare 

Program

Ends Soon
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Cardinia Shire Council          COVID-19 Community Relief Resources Directory – 27 May 2020 

Cardinia Shire Council 
 

 
 
 

COVID-19 Community relief service providers for 
financial support, housing assistance and food 
services 
VERSION 2.6 – May 27 2020  
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Help Stop the Spread 
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Cardinia Shire Council          COVID-19 Community Relief Resources Directory – 27 May 2020 

Quick Access Chart  
Food/Care 
Packages Free Delivery 

Must meet 
criteria (see 

below) 

Transport 
Services 

Accommodation 
Services 

Psychosocial 
Support 

ADRA       

Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis Support        

Australian Red Cross       

Caring Connections       

Emerald Community House       

ERMHA       

Follow Bless Collective Food Van       

Foodbank       

Gurdwara Baba Budha Sahib Ji       

Meals on Wheels       

Planet Shakers       

Salvation Army *      

St Luke’s Cockatoo       

Tour Local       

Turning Point Church Koo Wee Rup       

WAYSS    
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COVID-19 EMERGENCY RELIEF SERVICES
 
This directory has been compiled by the Cardinia Shire Council Relief and Recovery 
Committee. 
 
The following providers have indicated they are available to provide support and relief 
services during the current Covid-19 crisis. The information contained below is accurate 
as at the date of publishing but may change without notice. It is strongly recommended to 
call providers to confirm available services. 
 
Due to changing conditions, unprecedented demand and in the interest of safety, 
providers require all bookings and appointments to be made over the telephone. 
 

Food relief 

ADRA Adventist Development & Relief Agency - Pakenham 
Services are running for food provision including takeaway meals. Sit down meals are 
unavailable. Other services include essential care packages and home delivery.  
An assessment based on needs and location is required. 
 
You can contact ADRA on 1800 242 372, or email us at adra.info@adra.org.au. We will 
then put you in touch with the ADRA program closest to you. 

Australian Red Cross 
Provision of care packages (primarily food) to isolated and vulnerable members of the 
community via Crisis hotline registration. We are delivering food and relief packages to 
the door through our partners at Australia Post. 
 
Emergency Relief Assistance 
 
All relief requests, including food supplies and telephone outreach, are being managed by 
a special Combined Agency Operations Group (CAOG) within the State Control Centre.  
 
Australian Red Cross is supporting CAOG and Emergency Management Victoria to provide 
relief (food and water, and psychosocial support) to community members affected by the 
COVID-19 social distancing requirements. 
 
All enquiries and requests for emergency food and essential relief packages and should 
be directed to the COVID-19 hotline: 1800 675 398. For further information:  
www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus 
 
Food and Water 

• Victorians self-isolating due to COVID-19 with no access to food and essential 
supplies will receive emergency relief packages. 

• Eligible households will receive a two-week supply of essential goods including 
food, personal care, and other essential items as required. 
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• Delivering food and relief packages to the door through our partners at Australia 
Post. 

• The packages are for those in mandatory self-isolation, who have little or no 
food, and no network of family and friends to support them.  

• Red Cross is supporting the Victorian Government by advocating to ensure food 
reaches those most in need.  

Psychosocial Support – phone outreach  
• Red Cross is delivering telephone outreach to those requesting psychosocial or 

wellbeing support on the COVID-19 hotline.   
• Trained volunteers are providing home-based telephone outreach to support 

people self-isolating. 

For all Red Cross enquiries and emergencies not related to the COVID-19 social 
distancing measures, please call the Red Cross 24-hour Duty Officer hotline –  
Ph: 1800 232 969.  
 
For all COVID-19 enquiries and requests for relief, please call the COVID-19 hotline – 
1800 675 398. 
 
For all other emergencies, call 000. 

Caring Connections of Upper Beaconsfield 
Providing assistance to those in the community who may be vulnerable or isolated such 
as the elderly, chronically ill, pregnant, mothers of infants and people with disabilities.  
Services include: 

− Assistance with shopping including picking up pharmacy supplies 
− Pet walking 
− Social contact via phone 

Only servicing the areas of Upper Beaconsfield, Dewhurst, Guys Hill. 
Ph: 0407 952 286 

Emerald Community House  
Free non-perishable food from Food Bank available 24/7, self-serve 
Dig In Community Café, pre-prepared frozen meals available during business hrs 
Licensed childcare, printing and internet access also available.  
Office will be operating between 10am and 3pm Monday to Friday (call first). 
358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd Emerald 3782 
Ph: 03 5968 3881 
emhouse@iinet.net.au 

Follow Bless Collective (Food Van) 
Due to COVID-19, not currently operating at Bourke Park. Providing pre-packaged non-
perishable food packs and toiletries for people in the Cardinia Shire who are unable to be 
supported by family/friends and meet the following criteria:  

• elderly;  
• have suddenly lost a job and are awaiting Centrelink payments; 
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• those who have to mandatory isolate; 
• temporary visa holders unable to receive Centrelink assistance,  
• refugees 
• healthcare card holders. 

 
Bookings are essential and can be made at info@follow.church or Ph: 03 5943 2137. 
Appointments will be made for people to pick up their packages from 30 Tivendale Road, 
Officer, 3809. 
*Please note that supplies are dependent on donations continuing to come in. Accepting 
donations of non-perishable goods. 

Food Bank 
Preparing meals for distribution by the Australian Red Cross. 
Requests for food can be made through Victoria’s dedicated Coronavirus Hotline 
Ph: 1800 675 398 

Gurudwara Baba Budha Sahib Ji 
Providing freshly cooked vegetarian meals for those in need of support. Food is delivered 
between 6-8pm daily. Phone or text your order before 12pm each day 0469 826 283 or 
0433 483 335 

Meals on Wheels 
Providing meal delivery service to people aged over 65+ within Cardinia Shire. 
For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, this service is available for those aged 
over 50+ within Cardinia Shire. 
There may be a small cost for this service dependent upon individual circumstances. 
Ph: 03 8573 4960 

Planet Shakers  
Emergency Food Relief Centre, including toiletries and baby products, for anyone facing 
serious food insecurity.   
RCS Products, 12 Bormar Drive, Pakenham. 
Sundays 10.30am to 3pm 
Just turn up or Ph: 03 9896 7999 
Identification is required on arrival for check in. 

Salvation Army 
Essential services are still running including: 

− Homelessness services 
− Youth services 
− Family violence services 
− Aged care 
− Doorways and emergency relief 
− Bushfire recovery (via telephone) 
− Alcohol and other drugs 

For those in need of critical financial support, assistance can be provided for immediate 
basic needs on the number below. 
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*Care packages are being provided in partnership with ADRA. 
 
Accepting donations of non-perishable goods. 
Note: due to safety concerns most services have been adapted to run through phone or 
digital platforms. 
Ph: 03) 5941 4906 
 

St Luke’s Cockatoo 
In association with Food Bank Vic are running a food bank service each week for local 
residents. To register or for more information, call Ph: 5968 8459 

Turning Point Church – Koo Wee Rup 
Food service preparation and provision is running. Pick up only 
Services are provided BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. 
KWR also offers health and welfare assistance. 
Ph: 03 5997 2217 

Housing services 

WAYSS 
Intake and assessment entry point for all women and children requiring specialist family 
violence support. All programs are still running. Berwick office is closed but calls are 
still being responded to with assessments conducted via telephone. 
 
Dandenong branch is open for the following services: 

• Family violence support services 
• Homelessness support services 
• Youth support services 
• Support to maintain tenancies 

 
Contact: 
BERWICK: Closed 
DANDENONG: Ph: 03 9791 6111 
PAKENHAM OFFICE: Closed 
www.wayssltd.org.au 

Donations 
Urgent donations of the following non-perishable goods are a priority: 

➢ Hand sanitiser 
➢ Soap 
➢ Toilet rolls 

Salvation Army 
Donations of non-perishable food items can be left at: 
51 Bald Hill Rd, Pakenham, 3810. 
Material donations can be made at: 
53-55 Main St, Pakenham, 3810. 
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Transport & delivery services 

Tour Local 
Free transport to and from shops between 7 and 8am.  
This service is for seniors and people with a disability. Bookings are essential. 
Ph: 03 5941 8800 

Psychosocial Support Services 

Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis Support Hotline 
Talking it over. Brother to Brother – call Dardi Munwurro to discuss family violence issues, 
parenting issues, communication, separation, relationship stress. 
Ph: 1800 435 799 

ERMHA – Eastern Regions Mental Health Association 
Providing services for people facing challenges resulting from disability, mental illness, 
trauma or substance abuse. 
Ph: 1300 376 421 
 

Telecross – Australia Red Cross  
Red Cross initiative can provide a daily telephone call to check on people who live alone 
and are at risk of an accident or illness that may go unnoticed. 
Ph: 1300 885 698 
 

Neighbourhood Houses 

Please contact your local neighbourhood house directly by telephone to find out 
which services, if any, are currently operating. 
 

- Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Centre  
8 O’Neil Road, Beaconsfield 3807 
Ph: 03 8768 4400  
coordinator@bncinc.org.au  

- Beaconsfield Upper Community Centre  
10-12 Salisbury Road, Beaconsfield Upper  
Ph: (03) 5944 3484  
office@ubcc.org.au 

- Bunyip and District Community House  
Garfield Recreation Reserve, 40 Fourteen Mile Road, Garfield 3814  
Ph: 0481 895 509  
manager@bdch.com.au 

- Cockatoo Community House  
23 Bailey Road, Cockatoo. 3781 
Ph: 03 5968 9031 
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Family Violence Support Services  
 
Safe Steps 24/7 Family Violence crisis service 1800 015 188 
Kids Helpline: 1800 55 180  
1800 RESPECT 1800 737 732 
Police Assistance Line: 13 44 44 
Windermere: 1300 946 337  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you are a community group or relief service provider and would like to be included 
in this directory, please Cardinia Shire Council emergency@cardinia.vic.gov.au 
 

 
 
Cardinia Shire Council 
Civic Centre 
20 Siding Avenue, Officer 
 
PO Box 7 
Pakenham 3810 (DX 81006 Pakenham) 
Phone: 1300 787 624 
Email: mail@cardinia.vic.gov.au 
Web: cardinia.vic.gov.au 
 
National Relay Service (NRS) 
TTY: 133 677 (ask for 1300 787 624) 
Speak and Listen (speech-to-speech relay): 1300 555 727 (ask for 1300 787 624) 
Translator Interpretation Service 
131 450 (ask for 1300 787 624) 
 

    

 

M: 0401062396 
cch@taskforce.org.au 

 

Emerald Community House  
356 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd Emerald 3782 
Ph: 03 5968 3881 
emhouse@iinet.net.au 
 

- Lang Lang Community Centre  
7 Westernport Road, Lang Lang 3984. 
Ph: 03 5997 5704 
LLCC@langlang.net 
 

- Living and Learning Pakenham Inc. 
6B Henry Street, Pakenham 3810  
Ph: 03 5941 2389 
admin@livinglearning.org.au  
 

- Outlook Community Centre 
24 Toomuc Valley Road, Pakenham 3810 
Ph: 0427 911 935 
outlook@outlookvic.org.au 
 
 

Crisis support 

Further crisis support services can be accessed via the following numbers: 
 
1800 RESPECT 1800 737 732 
Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis Support Hotline:  1800 435 421 
Beyond Blue: 1300 224 636 
Kids Helpline: 1800 55 180  
Lifeline Crisis Hotline: 13 11 14 
MensLine Australia (1300 78 99 78) 
Safe Steps 24/7 Family Violence crisis service 1800 015 188 
 
Police Assistance Line to report public gatherings of over 2 persons, non-compliance 
to social distancing or mandatory isolation 
Ph: 13 44 44 
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Tour Local 
Free transport to and from shops between 7 and 8am.  
This service is for seniors and people with a disability. Bookings are essential. 
Ph: 03 5941 8800 

Psychosocial Support Services 

Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis Support Hotline 
Talking it over. Brother to Brother – call Dardi Munwurro to discuss family violence issues, 
parenting issues, communication, separation, relationship stress. 
Ph: 1800 435 799 

ERMHA – Eastern Regions Mental Health Association 
Providing services for people facing challenges resulting from disability, mental illness, 
trauma or substance abuse. 
Ph: 1300 376 421 
 

Telecross – Australia Red Cross  
Red Cross initiative can provide a daily telephone call to check on people who live alone 
and are at risk of an accident or illness that may go unnoticed. 
Ph: 1300 885 698 
 

Neighbourhood Houses 

Please contact your local neighbourhood house directly by telephone to find out 
which services, if any, are currently operating. 
 

- Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Centre  
8 O’Neil Road, Beaconsfield 3807 
Ph: 03 8768 4400  
coordinator@bncinc.org.au  

- Beaconsfield Upper Community Centre  
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- Living and Learning Pakenham Inc. 
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admin@livinglearning.org.au  
 

- Outlook Community Centre 
24 Toomuc Valley Road, Pakenham 3810 
Ph: 0427 911 935 
outlook@outlookvic.org.au 
 
 

Crisis support 

Further crisis support services can be accessed via the following numbers: 
 
1800 RESPECT 1800 737 732 
Aboriginal Men’s 24 hour Crisis Support Hotline:  1800 435 421 
Beyond Blue: 1300 224 636 
Kids Helpline: 1800 55 180  
Lifeline Crisis Hotline: 13 11 14 
MensLine Australia (1300 78 99 78) 
Safe Steps 24/7 Family Violence crisis service 1800 015 188 
 
Police Assistance Line to report public gatherings of over 2 persons, non-compliance 
to social distancing or mandatory isolation 
Ph: 13 44 44 
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Help Stop the Spread 

            

There are mountains of research that show how important 
movement is for us. If you type “the benefits of exercise” into 
google there are over 28 million results! We already know that 
movement is great for us don’t we – so let us keep it simple.

We are designed to move. Our bodies are incredible, strong 
and resilient. Our body is an incredible masterpiece – a work of 
art. All of the little things that we don’t notice or stop to think 
about such as the shape of our bones which allow tendons 
to attach muscles, the discs in our spine that help us absorb 
shock or the way our ribs protect our amazing organs that 
work to keep us alive and so much more – are so incredible.

The human body is deserving of respect due to its marvel-
lous design and the way it functions. One great thing we 
can do to respect our body is to move every day.

For some reason, or many, we tend to find making time 
for moving hard. What if moving every day was essential? 
What if moving was anti-ageing? What if moving reduced 
pain? Gave us more patience/energy/zest for life? What if 
the benefits of moving are so great that they completely 
negate any excuses? Well guess what? Moving is essential 
and anti-ageing, it does reduce pain. It does give us more 
patience, energy and zest for life with plenty of evidence 
and research to back this up.

Anyone can move, every day. Whether you plan to do a tap 
dancing class, some gardening or a gentle exercise class at the 
local hall, walking your dog, doing some “deskercises”* playing 
with kids, riding your horse, a Pilates class or rolling out your 
yoga mat – there is something for everyone. Regardless of 
age, injury/trauma or pathology, movement will help you feel 
better in your body and quite possibly, your mind.  

Moving feels great! It makes you feel alive, connected to the 
earth and makes life easier. We have been blessed with life 
and moving can help you stay young in mind and body and 
help you to enjoy living.

I believe that encouraging healthy movement and helping 
people become active so they can enjoy life, is my life’s pur-
pose. Life is too short to be trapped in a body that cannot 
experience the euphoria of feeling alive! If life means move-
ment then more movement means more life.

*Deskercise is a word that I use to describe exercises you 
can and should do at your desk. The first, and most simple 
deskercise you can do is stand up and walk around, breathe 
deeply and swing your arms for at least one minute. If you 
would like to learn more deskercises, please get in contact 
with me at Emerald Pilates.  

DI DALL’OGLIO

Di Dall'Oglio has been teaching Pilates and movement since 
1993. She has her own Pilates Studio in Emerald Victoria. A 

lecturer and mentor in Pilates teacher training, Di guides new 
Pilates teachers on their journey to becoming fully qualified 

and affiliated with the peak Pilates bodies in Australia. 

Di sits on the education council of the Australian  
Pilates Method Association and is a member of the  

Registered Training Organization, Tensegrity Training.  
She also holds a master’s degree in Economics and  

runs business workshops for studio owners.

Her ‘why’ is to help everyone discover that movement is  
the fountain of youth - for the body and the mind. 

HEALTH

MOVEMENT IS MEDICINE

 
 

2 Beaconsfield – Emerald Road, 
Beaconsfield. 

 
Phone 0400 543 157 

 
www.oneplangroup.com.au 

 

 
Feature & Level Surveys 

Title Boundary Re-establishment 

Consolidation of Titles 

Subdivision 

Our focus is to provide quality, professional, 
personalised land surveying services 
throughout Victoria focused on the hills 
communities north of Beaconsfield. 

Photo: Bewakoof.com Official on Unsplash
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When I was five years old I was reciting a phone number to 
my mum and instead of saying the number ‘three’ I called it 
‘green’ - assuming she could see what I did. Mum brushed it 
off as a moment of childish imagination but I truly believed 
that she would be able to understand that green meant 
three. It wasn’t until many years later when I brought up 
my strange numerical and alphabetical perceptions that I 
realised not everyone saw the world the way I did. I was 
used to it and didn’t think anything of it, so when I started 
researching this phenomenon and learned that I share it 
with only around 4% of the world’s population, I started to 
become more vocal about it.  

Synesthesia, meaning ‘to perceive together’, causes my 
unique comprehension of colours and numbers. A broad 
term that commonly describes a neurological condition in 
which stimulation of one sensory or cognitive pathway trig-
gers automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sen-
sory or cognitive pathway. The condition can present itself 
in multiple forms usually coming under the blanket of ei-
ther projective synesthesia, where colours, shapes, or forms 
present themselves when stimulated or associative synes-
thesia which combines a strong sense triggered by stimuli 
when it is produced. There are around 60 to 80 more types 
under both of these broad categories. 

I fall under projective synesthesia, more notably, the graph-
eme-colour variation. Under this type, every single letter 
and every number from zero to nine has its own unchang-
ing colour (for numbers greater than nine, each numeral 
still holds its original colour, rather than becoming a new 
colour). Interestingly, this can hold true for languages with 
other alphabets than a Romanic one. For example, I don’t 
speak any languages that use a Cyrillic alphabet, such as 
Russian, however when I see the letters written down they 
each have their own colour like they would in a familiar 
Roman alphabet. 

To explain to someone without synesthesia how I see let-
ters and numbers can become quite difficult but one way 
is if you imagine the letter ‘A’ written in black ink on a white 
sheet of paper. When I look at that ‘A’, I can see that physi-
cally it is written in black ink. However in my ‘mind’s eye’, 
when it is being processed by my brain, I can also see the ‘A’ 
as written in yellow. It becomes like another intangible layer 
over what I know as real. However, the yellow ‘A’ feels just as 
real as the black ‘A’. The colour processing is instantaneous 
and even in my peripheral vision or when I’m not concen-
trating on specific words or numbers, the colours are still 
there. This is the same for every other letter and number in 
my brain, each having their own distinct and unwavering 
colour, some colours are even hard to explain due to their 
unique shade. But other grapheme-colour synesthetes 
don’t share the same number/letter colour combinations 
as each other. 

Not much is known about how natural synesthesia devel-
ops - however you can develop synesthesia in other ways, 
such as from drug use, head trauma, epilepsy, stroke, or 

even from hypnosis or meditation. Neuroscientists VS 
Ramachandran and EM Hubbard, who studied grapheme-
colour synesthesia in 2001, proposed that ‘synesthesia re-
sults from an excess of neural connections between associ-
ated modalities, possibly due to decreased neural pruning 
between (typically adjacent) regions that are interconnect-
ed in the fetus’. 

Studies into the tracking of brain function and architec-
ture led researcher Simon Baron-Cohen to find that those 
who have synesthesia have an abundance of connections 
between neurons. By using magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) Baron-Cohen was able to show that for those who 
reported coloured hearing (chromesthesia), visual areas of 
the brain showed increased activation when presented with 
sound - something that doesn’t occur in the brains of non-
synesthetes - or people who don’t experience synesthesia. 

Other research by Dr Daphne Maurer has suggested that 
every person is born with the same neural connections to 
account for synesthesia, however most of us lose those 
connections as we grow. It could pose the question that if, 
as humans, we only use 10% of our brain power, could syn-
esthesia be part of the other 90%? 

There have also been suggestions that it has to do with 
‘ideasthesia’, meaning that synesthesia comes from how 
one extracts meaning from stimuli as a child, developing 
it as a response to their first understanding of the stimuli. 
There is also some evidence pointing towards synesthe-
sia being a genetically inherited trait dominant in the X 

COMMUNITY

IN LIVING COLOUR

?

Virginia Lawrence
your local family, funeral

& marriage celebrant

celebrantgin.com     0438 111 025
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chromosome. However in a study on identical twins who 
both had the same genome with the potential for synes-
thesia, only one of the twins had documented experiencing 
it. It is now thought that synesthesia can be determined 
by multiple genes, more than one location in those genes 
and an intricate method of inheritance. As far as I know, the 
only person in my family with the condition is my stepmum, 
who has the lexical-gustatory type, meaning that certain 
words will trigger specific tastes for her (e.g. the word ‘bark’ 
may trigger the taste of bananas). While it’s interesting to 
have someone else close to me with the same condition, for 
myself it (knowingly) hasn’t been genetically acquired. 

It is said that synesthetes tend to be more creative, espe-
cially those who have the most common form of chromes-
thesia. Those who have this form find that certain sounds 
such as everyday noises like footsteps and people talking 
will trigger colours and for others it’s certain types of musi-
cal notes or keys, which usually results in the person being 
considered ‘pitch perfect’ due to their ability to see colour 
and associate it with the correct pitch. Many of those in the 
entertainment industries, mainly musicians due to the add-
ed ability to use their chromesthesia to their advantage, 
are also synesthetes, such as Billy Joel, Pharrell Williams, 
Charlie XCX, and Hans Zimmer. 

I find the connection with creativity to be particularly true 
for myself having graduated with a degree in creative arts 
and always preferring tasks that require me to utilise my 
right brain more than my left. 

If you asked most synesthetes whether they would rather 
not have this condition, the general consensus is that we 
feel lucky to have this almost super-power in some ways. I 
find myself using my synesthesia very often particularly if 
trying to memorise a sequence of numbers or the spelling of 
a word. It also makes it easier to recall phone numbers and 
names and generally just makes the world around me more 
interesting. Word searches can also be pretty easy when 
you’re looking for a pattern of colours rather than the words 
themselves. It influences many of my decisions and how I go 
about things too. As a child I would get so frustrated when 
trying to colour in bubble letters because instinctively I would 
want to colour them as they appeared to me but often that 
sequence of colour would be unattractive. It felt so wrong to 
go against their ‘natural’ colours even in the pursuit of pret-
tiness. I also find myself associating names with the auras of 

people or certain aspects about them. When we named our 
dog I chose her name due to its letters having earthy colours 
which matched her brown coat.  

Occasionally there can be draw-backs to the grapheme-
colour form as I’m sure there are with each type of this 
phenomenon. These usually only occur when I’m already 
tired. If I try reading a book for example there can be a 
bit of sensory overload from the colours I can see in my  
periphery. T he words above or below the ones I’m reading 
distract me. I imagine it must be like this for someone with 
dyslexia with colours jumping all around the pages. 

As already mentioned, it can be hard to explain this condi-
tion to nonsynesthetes as sometimes it is viewed as having 
‘hallucinations’ or as a child, an overactive imagination. The 
grapheme-colour variation appears to be the easiest to 
live with however. There are many stories of chromesthetes 
feeling overwhelmed amongst people and in restaurants, 
of not being able to enjoy life’s pleasures such as music due 
to the intense sensory overload of the colours projected 
around them.  

However, much like many people with synesthesia, I 
wouldn’t have it any other way. After 22 years, I’m way too 
attached to the numerical and alphabetical colours that 
have stuck with me all these years. Not to mention the tips 
and tricks I have learned to make the most out of this unu-
sual phenomenon.   

VONNY  VAN OS 

relax, stay fit and build strength with these mindful, meditative and stress-reducing practices
~ keeping a safe distance in the fresh air and beautiful bush environment of Birdsland Reserve ~

The timetable for Term 2, including new online classes, will be available soon.

                                       Tai  Chi  &  Qigong  Outdoors at  Birdsland 

Double click to edit.

first class free ~ beginners welcome ~ please call, text or email for details
0437 949 919      info@chigeneration.com.au
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HISTORY

Shopping in 2020 can be difficult! Panic buying, distanc-
ing laws, arrows directing me down the wrong aisle. Even 
walking down the street makes me feel slightly guilty, al-
though shopping is essential. Still, I can drive. The chemist 
even delivers to my door! Well, at least I don’t have to work 
out an order for six months’ supplies as the earliest squat-
ters around the Dandenongs did and then wait another six 
months if I forgot something. 

As a new digger in 1859 I’d have struggled over the mountain 
laden with all the essentials on my back, unless I could afford 
a horse. Further supplies for the Emerald Gold Rush were soon 
brought in by bullockies Tom Charman and Dan Kennedy. 
Bullock teams, even packhorses battled over steep, rough, 
muddy tracks. They came from the south through the unset-
tled subdivision known as ‘Main Range’, now Emerald town-
ship. From the north, a Lilydale trader sent supplies via Silvan, 
along the pack track now known as Old Emerald Road.

The first two tent stores providing for resident miners were lo-
cated south of the Sassafras Creek, an area known as Fairy Dell. 
William Kirkpatrick was a blacksmith and also a butcher. Meat 
was for the catching from among the strays that roamed the 
hills. His store also became the temporary base for the police-
man who arrived in 1859. William Stuart was a champion buck-
jump rider, a former policeman who had worked at breaking in 
police horses before he succumbed to gold fever. The second 
child born on the goldfield was his son James. 

In the late 1860s the diggers were moving eastward to 
Cockatoo and Gembrook where teamsters brought up sup-
plies from Narre Warren. Frequently the Chinese moved to a 
goldfield as the initial rush dwindled but it was reported too 
that ‘the Chinese are leaving the field’. Old Monbulk residents 
believed they had been present in significant numbers. The re-
mains of their round shafts can be found in Monbulk especial-
ly in the gullies of the Bald Hills. Pieces of their broken pottery 
were found on the site of their store on the Old Emerald Road. 

Early bush stores were sometimes designated post offices 
but mail could arrive anywhere. Some Monbulk mail arrived 
at Stuart’s store at Macclesfield or was left in ‘loose bags’ in 
the care of landowners in other directions. After South Wandin 
(Silvan) acquired a school in 1876, letters were left there. 

At Ferny Creek mail came to an 1880’s store on private 
property. Sassafras mail came up the Old Coach Road from 
Bayswater leaving loose bags at several private addresses 
on its way to Arthur Goode’s bark hut store, possibly the 
first new one for the village settlements. 

Olinda mail came by packhorse up Dodd’s track with bread, 
groceries, newspapers and meat, which Percy Dodd fetched 
from Melbourne after getting up at 3am. Eventually he ac-
quired a two-horse wagonette with a sapling attached to 
the back axle to act as a brake on the steep hills. Dodd’s pack 
horses persisted on ‘The Track’ down to Monbulk, claimed 
to be the worst in the district. On arrival, he summoned 
the householders with a bugle call. Soon he set up shop on 
Holden Road often killing on site. From there his brother-
in-law set off on horseback twice a week with two panniers 
of bread signalling his arrival by ringing on the bottom of a 
glass bottle. Monbulk settlers still ‘walking to Emerald’ were 
actually shopping along the Sassafras Creek. 

Kallista's first storekeeper initially brought the mail up twice a 
week from Ferntree Gully stopping at ‘the Stump’ on his way 
home where he stood on top of the hill and called out, "Post!" 
for the locals to come pick it up. By the time he arrived home 
via Monbulk to The Patch store it was pretty late. Eventually 
Kallista (South Sassafras) residents built a six foot square 
room where letters were handed out for an hour a day. 

From 1894 a Canadian delivered the mailbag three times a 
week from a post office at Sherbrooke, run by a Canadian, 
until in 1898 a volunteer service was begun for carrying 
mail. Mail for the Kalorama end of Mt Dandenong came 
up by Jeeves’ coaches from Croydon, the state of the roads 
making Ferntree Gully inaccessible. Some settlers set up as 
storekeepers from the beginning with limited, non-perisha-
ble stock such as Percy Cerutty’s makeshift Monbulk store, 
who later perished in his own diggings. 

The arrival of the train enabled some Monbulk men to 
work in the city during the week. After fetching provisions 
from Victoria Market they walked up from Ferntree Gully or 
Bayswater stations, with children walking to Ferntree Gully 
station to take part of the load. Even from Ringwood, if there 
was no further train at a suitable time, they often carried a 
200 lb. bag of flour as they walked over the mountain via The 
Basin and Olinda. Most arrived late on Saturday, to work at 
clearing their land from daybreak on Sunday. "It took them 
a while to get home," Frenchy Anderson's daughter mused. 
"There were two or three wine shanties on the way." 

Monbulk village settlers, if they had government vouchers, 
walked to Head's or Lording's Ferntree Gully stores and back 
or to Robert Hughes' depot for potatoes if they were desper-
ate. These ‘sugar bag farmers’ slung the ubiquitous hessian 
bag over their shoulders but Ben Simcox kindly made a hod 
for his wife for easier carrying. John Baynes walked to Lilydale 
once a month for provisions, another to a store at Montrose.

Moore’s Post Office South Wandin 

Soon groceries were coming from Lilydale with mail, as 
close as they could, sounding a horn to bring customers out 
for their week’s provisions. Nation’s horse and cart (or sled 
when roads were less navigable) carried goods, passengers 

GOING SHOPPING 

Miss Simmons outside the Post Office
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In June and July DDREA will be running energy forums on-
line enabling you to participate from the comfort of your own 
home. If you are interested in a specific event or events please 
email an expression of interest to pcook@wildcoast.net.au 

Wednesday June 10th 7.15pm for a 7.30pm start

Energy Freedom Workshop in partnership with Beyond 
Zero Emissions

With presenter Tim Forcey is a Melbourne-based volun-
teer with Beyond Zero Emissions and co-founder of the 
Facebook group My Efficient Electric Home. Tim is a former 
energy advisor with the University of Melbourne Energy 
Institute (MEI).

Dr Ken Parker is a former CERN physicist and U3A speaker 
on energy-efficient homes. Ken is a Melbourne-based vol-
unteer with Beyond Zero Emissions.

Dr John Shiel has a PhD in adapting Australian houses 
for climate change and has helped create the zero car-
bon building standard for Narara Ecovillage. John is a 
Newcastle-based volunteer with Beyond Zero Emissions.

Tuesday June 16th 8.00pm 

Australia becoming a 'Renewable World Energy 
Superpower' by Andrew Gunner presented in conjunction 
with Emerald U3A

Andrew Gunner will talk about Australia's progress towards 
becoming a renewable energy superpower. Australia is be-
ing drawn towards this vision because it makes economic 
sense. Join us to hear more of this.

Wednesday July 1st 8.00pm 

Small domestic wind turbines by Juri Jeske of Yarra Energy 
presented in conjunction with Emerald U3A

Juri Jeske is an engineer and developer of a small wind tur-
bine for rural off-grid use.

Monday July 13th 8.00pm 

Bio char by Chris Alenson and Julian Guess presented in 
conjunction with Emerald U3A

Biochar trials show positive signs for agricultural soil en-
richment and reducing emissions. An ancient method of 
soil improvement, combined with some 21st century sci-
entific research and development, showed potential for 
increasing agricultural productivity while reducing green-
house gas emissions.

Chris Alenson is an agricultural scientist with expert 
knowledge of soil health and fertility. Julian Guess is a 
Sustainability Officer at Yarra Ranges Shire and with a con-
sultancy, conducted an initial feasibility study into a Waste 
Biomass to Energy plant to produce biochar.

PETER COOK

ENVIRONMENT

DRREA ENERGY 
ONLINE FORUMS

and mail to South Wandin where Mrs Moore of Moore’s 
Road provided a full postal service from 1897. Steve Burne 
drove weekly to an auction of meat and vegetables bring-
ing back provisions for neighbours from Emerald township 
which gained its first store in 1898.

Other townships grew similarly, settlers’ stores often pro-
viding a temporary income while blocks were being devel-
oped. Pedlars and agents for tea also turned up from time 
to time with less perishable goods. Afghan pedlars were 
not always welcomed by nervous women.

Marvellous Melbourne had declined into Depression. Only 
as developing crops ripened and fruit-picking (and trading) 
brought its reward were some women able to look forward 
to an annual trip to the city for their personal needs.

DOROTHY WILLIAMS

SPECIAL

10% discount

when mentioning 

this advert*

Terms & Conditions Apply
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Fernlea Community Care has been caring for their local 
community since 2005 when Fernlea House opened its 
doors in Emerald after a long community campaign for ac-
cessible palliative care in the hills. 

Since 2005, the services available through Fernlea have 
expanded but this community-driven, grassroots beginning 
set the tone and approach that today still informs and un-
derpins Fernlea’s model of care. A model where the person 
being cared for is placed at the centre of everything we do. 

At Fernlea, clients are called ‘guests’ because they are treat-
ed as guests in our own home. Fernlea guests are listened 
to. Their abilities, likes and dislikes are taken into account 
as an integral part of our service delivery. Fernlea guests 
maintain or regain control over their lives. Their age or ill-
ness is not the focus.

Fernlea offers two different programs to the local  
community – Day Respite and In-Home Care.

Our centre-based Day Respite programs provide opportunities 
for people with a life-limiting illness, chronic condition or de-
mentia to socialise, take part in activities and outings and to be 
pampered, as well as giving their carer a break during the day. 

Day Respite guests can attend one or both of our two cen-
tres in Emerald (Tuesday – Friday) or in Berwick (Friday), 
where they will be cared for by qualified staff and trained 
volunteers. Much more than just a place to pass the time of 
day, the Day Respite service helps improve guests’ quality of 
life, and provides a chance for them to take time out to fo-
cus on themselves rather than their illness. Guests receive a 
home-cooked morning tea and lunch. Activities are tailored 
to match abilities and interests. Complementary therapies 
including Reiki and massage, as well as social interaction 
and personalised focused care are some of the special ser-
vices available. Fernlea only takes a small number of Day 
Respite guests each day so the most attentive care can be 
provided and meaningful and supportive relationships can 
be built with guests and their carers.

Our Day Respite service is currently being offered in peo-
ple’s homes until coronavirus restrictions are lifted and we 
can welcome guests back to our centres. 

Fernlea In-Home Care service was developed because Fernlea 
knows that many people prefer to be at home, living as inde-
pendently as possible, even when they aren’t well. They also 
know that carers sometimes need a break or some support too. 
Our In-Home Care program can provide personalised, tailored 
services to meet clients’ changing needs in their own home, 
including nursing, showering and grooming, meal preparation 
and feeding, light housework, shopping and companionship. 

Long before in-home care became a government strat-
egy, Fernlea’s founder and early supporters identified the 

FERNLEA GUESTS 
FEEL AT HOME

COMMUNITY
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ARTS & CULTURE

We miss you and we know you miss us! We appreciate how 
much you want to get back to your favourite library but we 
are all going to have to wait just a little bit longer.

The safety of people in our libraries is our number one pri-
ority. So for the time being our doors and chutes remain 
closed until we get advice from the State government that 
it is safe to re-open.

We will keep you in the loop via our website, Facebook page 
and newsletter.  And even though our doors are closed we are 
still here for you!

Free Home Delivery is here!

Casey Cardinia Libraries (CCL) has launched a free home 
delivery service that has seen more than 1200 orders picked, 
packed and posted to homes across the Casey Cardinia region 
in a week. The response has been positively overwhelming.

We want you to be able to borrow library books, DVDs and 
other items despite the library doors remaining shut.

To order free home delivery, all you need to do is go to the 
website and login to your CCL account and follow the au-
tomatic prompts. You don't need to worry about returning 
items on time, all CCL loans have been automatically ex-
tended until July 1st.

Some lovely feedback from a happy customer:

“We are very grateful we were able to order a mystery box 
of books. It was a lovely extra touch to have the personal-
ised note from Jenny included. The kids were jumping with 

joy when it arrived – a package for them! My son who is 6 
has read most of the books chosen for him. Although the au-
thors we requested were not available this gave him an op-
portunity to explore some other authors and books. He has 
really, really enjoyed the books chosen. He especially enjoyed 
the adventure book with different endings – Countdown to 
Danger by Jack Heath. He doesn’t love to write but he was 
definitely willing to put that aside as he quietly wrote the 
attached thank you note by himself. My daughter, who is 4, 
also felt very fortunate to have her own collection of library 
books which she keeps in a pile in her room as they're her 
special books. She has loved having those stories read to her. 
This is just a wonderful service to offer during this time and 
to not charge for shipping was very kind. We are very, very 
appreciative. Thank you and we can’t wait till we can attend 
the library again. Hoping everyone at the library stays well 
and safe.” –Nicki

Something for the kids...

Just because you can't come to the library right now, it 
doesn't mean you have to miss out on library programs. 
That's right, we are bringing the library to you at home! 
Staff have been busy making virtual content and the 
Library at Home page is being updated weekly.

You can find videos including Storytimes, STEAM activities 
and "how to make" projects. Our Digital Library is open 24/7 
and is jam packed full of incredible online resources covering 
a range of topics for kids, all at your fingertips. It is all free!

Busy Things has fun and educational games for kids aged 
3-7 years.

Storybox Library is an educational website created for children 
to view stories by local authors and illustrators, read aloud by 
fantastic storytellers from Australia and New Zealand.

TumbleBookLibrary has over 1100 titles for grades K-6 and 
includes unique animated, talking picture books, read-
along chapter books, National Geographic videos, non-
fiction books and playlists as well as books in Spanish and 
French. Plus, the collection features Graphic Novels.

Studiosity provides primary, secondary and some TAFE stu-
dents with one-on-one tutoring assistance.

SUE WALTERS

Emerald Library – www.cclc.vic.gov.au

AT EMERALD LIBRARY IN JUNE

importance of providing support for people with a pallia-
tive illness within a home-like environment and most im-
portantly, within their local community. 

Fernlea’s model of care across both our Day Respite and In-
Home services, stands in stark contrast to the stories we are 
hearing from the Royal Commission into Aged Care. Fernlea 
staff and volunteers form deep, lasting relationships not only 
with the people they care for but also with their carers who 
are seen as partners. We see first-hand and in a very person-
al way, the challenges that ageing and dying present but our 
experience has also shown us what people who are ageing, 
frail or unwell need to live fulfilling, valued lives.

LYNNE TRENSKY 
For more information visit fernlea.com.au or call 5968 6639
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Important Update 
Emerald Community House Inc. is closely monitoring development in relation to the 
spread of COVID-19 and we are acting on the advice of health authorities. 

Emerald Community House Inc. is committed to supporting the community through the 
COVID-19 pandemic, while also keeping you safe. 

With restrictions being gradually eased this month we are looking at Term 3 and what we 
may be able to offer the community. Emerald Community House Inc. has procedures in place 
which staff, tutors, participants, volunteers and members need to abide by. Please give us a 
call on 59683881 to re-enrol and discuss if your course will be going ahead in Term 3.  

Please see below a list of current services and what we may be offering in Term 3 

Emerald Community House Inc. 
356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782 
Telephone: 03 5968 3881  Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au 
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au 
www.facebook.com/emeraldcommunityhouse 

 
Current Open Hours 

Monday - Friday 
10am - 3pm 

Ph: 5968 3881 

 Our Vision is to be a place where connections are made and opportunities are realised.  
Our Mission is to consistently meet the needs of the community by providing  

quality community development activities, programs and services. 

OFFERING 
Before and After School Care 
Childcare 
Food is Free Cupboard 24/7 
Public Internet 
Printing/Scanning 
TAX HELP (JULY – OCTOBER) 

June 1st, 2020 

MAY OFFER 
Computers      29/7/20 – 16/9/20 
Literacy for Adults with a Disability 13/7/20 – 14/9/20 
Developing your Writing Skills  31/7/20 – 19/9/20 
QiGong for Health & Healing  16/7/20 – 17/9/20 
Emerald Wellbeing Group   28/7/20 – 15/9/20 
Developing your skills for the Workplace 14/7/20 – 15/9/20 
Everyday Literacy through Cooking 13/7/20 – 14/9/20 

       14/7/20 – 15/9/20 
Yoga fundamentals    13/7/20 – 14/9/20 
Yoga       13/7/20 – 14/9/20 
Meditation for beginners   13/7/20 – 14/9/20 

NEW Loving Kindness Walking Group on Thursday  
by donation, please contact Lisa Baker for more  
information on 0438 097 475  

Further updates coming in  
July Emerald Messenger 

                 emeraldmessenger.com.au  SUPPORT LOCAL


